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Education Language and meaning in musicvideo of PARN THANAPORN aims to 
analyze the content and language techniques used in the song. The strategies 
presented in the form of a music video for a song on the soundtrack of “PARN 
THANAPORN WAKPRAYOON" to compare the relationship between content and 
presentation of the songs in the music. By analyzing the song Lyrics “PARN 
THANAPORN WAKPRAYOON” specific albums for 10 albums.  

The study found that. The content of the song content can be classified into 
five categories, including content about love. About the character and spirit of 
women with passion. Content on lifestyle Content encouragement. And about nature 
conservation. The most common type of content is about love. The content on love 
can be divided into 4 sub-categories to be loved. Unrequited love at issue. And 
unrequited love For the use of language in songs that soundtrack of “PARN 
THANAPORN WAKPRAYOON” the use of language techniques three aspects: include  
1. The voice. 2. The use of the term 3. Using imagery and rhetoric The study found 
that the content of music videos music videos constitution “PARN THANAPORN 
WAKPRAYOON” forms of content can be divided into two parts: a music video with a 
story and accompanying video with no accompanying story.  

The music video for the presentation of the Constitution “PARN THANAPORN 
WAKPRAYOON” classified into 3 types: video presentation focusing on the story, 
Video presentation by emphasizing the petitioner. And presentations by video 
montage. 

For the relationship between the content of the song and music video 
content. The corresponding interpretation. It is divided into three types: the content 
of the music video to the song adds more clearly. The content of the music video of 
the song narrowly limited content. And the content of the music video of the song 
wider meaning. For interpretive inconsistencies will be divided into two types: the 
content of the music video to the song a new meaning and content of the music 
video is not related to the theme song. 
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